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Match making activity in France
May 27-28 in Paris
The 27-28 of May Sweheat & Cooling is organizing two match making
activities in France. The purpose of the event is to provide the opportunity
for Swedish technology suppliers, consultants and operators in the DH/DC
sector to establish direct contacts with potential customers and partners in
France.
France is a market in which District Heating/Cooling is currently experiencing a very rapid growth. There are some very ambitious investment
plans in the years to come, which in turn will create some significant
opportunities for Swedish exporters of DH/DC related technologies and
services.
In order to optimize the output we will have to maximize the number of
participating companies to 8 for each of the two occasions stated above.
On site in France participants will be able to meet and present themselves
and their companies to DH/DC companies in France (DALKIA in Paris and
UEM in Matz), contractors and potential local agents/ facilitators.

PROGRAMME
May 27-28

MAY 27
10.00 Arrival to Paris-CDG
11.00 Train to Metz
12.00 Lunch in Metz
13,00 Visit UEM
15.00 Individual meetings with buyers, technicians and pot. agents
18.00 Train to Paris
20.00 Dinner
22.30 Check in at Hotel
MAY 28
08.00 Coffee
08.30 Presentation of Sweheat and Swedish DH/DC market
09.00 Presentation of FR DH/DC market – status, plans, trends
09.30 Presentation of DALKIA – requirements on suppliers
10.00 Circulating Individual meetings – SE companies and different
staff of DALKIA
12.00 Joint lunch
All participating companies are asked to send in presentations on their
companies + a brief description on their companies, products/ services, value proposition and references.
Please also add specific questions and issues you would like to address in the meetings. These presentations will be sent to participating
companies/ individuals in France to enable them to prepare themselves ahead of the meetings.
In order to optimize the output we will have to maximize the number of
participating companies to 8.
Registration can be made with SWEHEAT & COOLING:
asa.almquist@sweheatcooling.com
The cost to participate in this event is SEK 10 000 (excl. VAT)
The fee includes:
- Preparations and execution of seminar
- Dinner in Paris (one person per company)
- Coffee & Lunch at Embassy
For more information on the event, please contact:
Peter Anderberg
e-mail: pa@springnet.se
phone: +46 70 56 111 99

